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MARKS : 40      ENGLISH   TIME : 2 hr. 

GRAMMER 

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of verbs form the brackets.    [10]  

 (i) In a few years we all _______ in the houses heated by solar energy. 

 (a) will live (b) shall be living (C) lived (d) shall have been living  

 (ii) I met Mohan when he ________ to the post office. 

 (A) is going (B) has gone (C) was going (D) None 

 (iii) He_______ us to go out in the boat yesterday. 

 (A) does not allow (B) Allows (C) did not allow(D) has not allowed 

 (iv) When I saw him, he_________ a portrait  

 (A) is painting (B) painted  (C) was painting (D) had painting 

 (v) The thief will have run away before the police_________. 

 (A) comes (B) had come (C) came (D) None    

 (vi) If they________ that picture lower, people would be able to see it. 

 (a) hanged  (B) hang (C) hung (D) will hung 

 (vii) This pen__________ me Rs. 10. 

 (A) costed (B) costs (C) cost (D) will cost 

 (viii) My brother will visit Delhi when he ________ free. 

 (A) is (B) be (C) is (D) will have been 

 (ix) If it rains, the match __________ cancelled. 

 (A) be (B) will be (C) will (D) will have been 

 (x) Unless I have a quiet room I _________ successful. 

 (A) would not be (B) shall not be (C) have not been (D) had not been 

 

2.  Write the three forms (V1, V2, V3) of five regular verbs and five irregular 

 verbs.                                [10]
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3. Edit the following sentences: (Do the needed corrections) [10] 

 (i) I brushed my teeth every day. 

 (ii) I had living here since 1919. 

 (iii) My trip to the U.S.A. are successful. 

 (iv) He will be worked very hard. 

 (v) I have never raising any demand. 

 (vi) He had been cried at the top of his voice. 

 (vii) Great deeds is never done by small men.  

 (viii) I am never betray my country. 

 (ix) John has breaking his leg. 

 (x) He do his work with diligence  

 

4.  Translate these sentences into English:              [5] 

 1- lhrk i<+us tkrh gSA  2- eSaus ijh{kk ds fy, dM+h esgur dhA 

 3- eSa gj fnu dke ij tkÅ¡xkA 4- eSa 'kfuokj dks nsj ls lks jgk gw¡A 

 5- eSa nw/k ih jgk gw¡A  

 

5. Identify the tenses and name them”    [5] 

 (i) I will have phoned my sister by tomorrow evening. 

 (ii) They had been going to church. 

 (iii) I have cleaned my car. 

 (iv) He often reads books. 

 (v) We are going to fly to paris in summer. 
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